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Abstract
Background: The cell developmental process is featured by fabulous
morphogenesis in multicellular organisms. Describing morphological changes
quantitatively concretes the way to investigating both intra and inter cell
regulations on cell fate. While Caenorhabditis elegans has been used as a model
for cell development studies for a long time, the research of how cell shape is
precisely controlled remains obscure by the lack of methods to model
morphological features. Currently, in order to characterize the features of cell
shape involved in cell migration and differentiation, there is an increasing demand
in analyzing cell shape systematically, especially when many works have
contributed to cell reconstruction.
Results: In this work, Spherical harmonics and Principal component analysis
integrated Cell Shape quantification Models (SPCSMs) is proposed to represent
cell shapes in a low-dimensional shape space. SPCSMs incorporates a complete
pipeline to quantify cell shapes and analyze their morphological phenotypes in
three dimensional (3D) reconstructions. Based on the framework, we extract
biologically meaningful patterns in the lineage of C. elegans embryo before
350-cell stage, during which all hypodermis cells deformed like a funnel and can
be recognized based on these shape patterns. Finally, SPCSMs is compared with
two cell shape representation methods, which substantiates the effectiveness and
robustness of our method.
Conclusion: SPCSMs provides a general method to decribe shapes in
low-dimensional shape space with compact parameters. It can quantify the
shapes of cells from single-cell resolution images obtained over one-minute
intervals, making it possible to recognize developmental patterns in cell lineages.
SPCSMs is expected to be an effective model for biologists to explore the
relationships between the shapes of cells and their fates.
Keywords: Spherical harmonics(SPHARM); Cell shape quantification;
Morphological robustness; C. elegans

Background
Embryogenesis, the development of multicellular organisms from a single-celled zygote [1, 2], involves the division and dynamic morphological and positional changes
[3] of cells. Physical interactions between cells, intercellular signaling and forces
between cells lead to specific cell fates [4, 5, 6]. Cell shapes are the result of embryo development and growth, which has a key role in cell migration and so are
associated with cell differentiation and embryo development [4, 7, 8].
A complete growth map has been determined, presenting the information of
the distribution, division and fate of each cell [9]. An automatic system to mark
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fluorescently-labeled C. elegans embryos has been developed [10] and this facilitates
segmentation with deep learning [11] with a labeled nucleus which have higher segmentation result.
Although imaging technology can provide clear pictures, the dynamic process of
changes in cell shapes has not been clearly defined in early embryonic development.
As cell fate is mostly determined by differential gene expression [1, 2], and partly
induced through signaling interactions via cell-cell contacts [8, 12], cell shapes could
be used to measure or predict the surface contacts, interactive forces and signaling
between cells and their morphological types, functional features, or relative positions.
We propose to analyze cell shapes using a primary model, ”Spherical harmonics
and Principal component analysis integrated Cell Shape quantification Models”
(SPCSMs), which was developed to examine the embryogenesis of C. elegans up
to the 350-cell stage but it would be effective on other multicellular organisms. C.
elegans are transparent and their development has been studied in vivo at singlecell resolution, allowing examination of new or existing cell-cell interactions and
visualization of cell division in real-time. It has long been used as a model organism,
and its genetics and genomics, signal transduction, and evolution are well studied
[13, 14].
Three dimensional reconstructions of cell shapes can be generated with deep learning models [15] or other image processing methods [7, 16]. To analyze cell shapes by
3D object representation methods, a quantification of the shape is needed, such as
outline extraction and outline-based PCA (outline PCA) [17], spherical harmonic
(SPHARM) modeling[18] or surface curvature descriptors[19]. This quantification
of a shape should contain as much morphological information as possible.
We aim to identify the regulation of clusters of cells by their shapes during embryo embryogenesis. The mechanical forces between interacting cells, which catalyze
biological patterns[3, 8] and physical timing constraint conditions[4] in early embryogenesis, could be derived from the model quantifying the shapes of cells.

Results
SPCSMs integrates the orthogonal completeness and rotation invariance of SPHARM
and PCA to provide a improved parameterization. The quantitative evaluation
shows that SPCSMs performs better at quantifying and representing cell shape
than SPHARM in low-dimensional space. It shows rotational invariance which
outline-based methods do not have. Analysis of cell shape lineage that conducted
with SPCSMs revealed clustering patterns in embryogenesis. The degree used in
this section is clockwise and right-hand cartesian coordinate is used when rotation
experiment is applied.
Performance at Representing Segmented Cells
We compared the effectiveness Table. 1 which represents the 3D surface reconstruction by outlining the PCA, SPHARM, and SPCSMs. The outline process used the
sampling points on the object’s surface to visualize the reconstructed object in 3D
and quantitatively analyze the errors (Figs 1, 2 and 3). The comparison experiment
is conducted to verify the representation effectiveness of these three methods. The
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numbers of sample points of outline extraction (direct sampling points) range from
50 to 648. The degree (numbers of principal components) of outline PCA (by applying PCA after directly sampling points)range from 5 to 24., and the degrees of
SPHARM and SPCSMs both range from 6 to 25 (the number of coefficients is the
square of degree number). The median of all cells with the same degree representation is considered to be the error of this degree. The error curves are power-law.
From the error curves of SPHARM, degree 25 was chosen as the number of original
sample points for SPHARM. The representation error results showed that the accuracy of SPCSMs can become higher than SPHARM as the embryo develops. The
average error became less than 0.1 from degree 17 (289 coefficients) for SPCSMs
and from degree 21 (441 coefficients) for SPHARM. Outline PCA was the worst.
Rotation Invariance of SPCSMs
SPCSMs integrates the SPHARM and PCA. It is invariant on rotation so that the
sum of the coefficients of a 3D object representation with the same degree do not
change when rotated. Experiments were conducted on regular polyhedrons and cells
with SHTools[20]. The distance between vectorization x~i of two cells from SPCSMs
can be used to learn the similarity of two cells in embryonic development.
Regular Polyhedrons For each cube and regular tetra-, octa-, dodeca-, and icosahedra, five random radius pairs in latitude and longitude were generated and the
polyhedra were radially rotated. Their rotated shape, spectrum curves, and 2D spectra were plotted. Through this experiment, the rotation invariance can be proven
in spectrum curve of SPHARM. The sum of coefficients with the same degree does
not change when 3D objects are rotated Fig.6. Six 3D plots of original and rotated
cubes are shown in Fig.4. The SPHARM coefficients in a 2D spectra are given in
Fig.5. Cell registration can be evaluated in SPCSMs by comparing the similarity of
the spectrum curves of two cells using the euclidean distance between two SPCSMs
quantification vectors, ~c, of cells.
Biological Dataset The rotation invariance of SPCSMs has been proven by regular
polyhedrons experiments. To further illustrate the rotational invariance of SPCSMs,
a Caaaa cell from six sequential time-points (108-113) at the 350-cell stage in the
mitosis process were used to obtain their SPHARM spectrum curve and 2D spectra
from SPHARM. As shown (Figs. 7, 8, and 9), the 2D spectra (the sum of the
same degree coefficients of SPHARM) change smoothly and continuously as the
cell shapes change. Because these cell shapes are almost the same and their 2D
spectra curve are highly similar. This property can be automated for registration
and matching of cell shapes to place cells in comparable vector space.
Component Shape of SPCSMs
SPCSMs is an effective model in cell lineage analysis. Shape deformation can be seen
and cell development regulations can be derived from the results of SPCSMs(cell
shape lineage analysis in Fig. 10). SPCSMs result are calculated from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the dataset(about 250,000 cells and 676 coefficients
for each cell). The top 12 principle components from the convariance matrix provide 82.5% of the differentiation in the whole dataset during the 350-cell stage of
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embryonic development.The projection of SPHARM ~b, the vectorization result of
SPCSMs ~c, in the direction of the first component contains 17.2% of contribution
to the variation in the dataset.
Fig. 10 shows the top principle component and the top 6 components shape description which are given in Table. 2. All 12 component shapes can be found in
Additional files. Every component reflects part of the original cell shape. We can
also find out that there are some regulations of the first component of cell shape
lineage analysis in embryonic development. While the first component is the most
significant observation object with the least noise in Table. 2, we know that the
sunken is produced by the depressing force from surrounding interactive cells by
observing its shape in Fig. 10. From the shape of the first component, the negative
value of it means the vertical force is exerted inward by surrounding cells to this
cell. Otherwise, the force is horizontal. A few physical information is derived by
shape quantification results which can help analyze cell shape lineage and predict
cells movement in our future work.
Cell Lineage Analysis
Hypodermis Clustering
The major discovery is that the cell shape analysis can cluster the hypodermis (hypodermal cells, that would become skin tissue of C. elegans) cells. The main cell
shape lineage tree based on the first component values (the first term in ~c, it contains 17.2% shape variation in dataset) of the SPCSMs vectorizations, ~c, of all cells
in embryonic development (each cell is represented by SPCSMs giving its ~c and its
first element is this vector ~c of this cell in lineage tree) is shown in Fig. 11. The
first element value of ~c representing 17 embryos showed this clustering phenomenon.
The hypodermis cells, the posterior two granddaughters of ABa, anterior two granddaughters of ABp and daughters of C, are clustered in cell shape lineage analysis
Fig. 11. The hyp 7 generated form P lineage (Caaaa, Caaap, Cpaaa, Cpaap, Cpapa)
have large negative values and cluster in an obvious way. Vertical pressure and forces
are likely to generate their shapes. They are ectoderm and distribute at the outer
layer of the embryo differentiating into skin tissues of C. elegans. For other hypodermis, the sub lineage daughter cells (ABarpaap, ABarpapapa, ABarpapp lineage)
of ABa and (ABplaaaap, ABplaaapa, ABplaapp lineage) of ABp cells also cluster
in the lineage tree and these features would continues from 170-cell stage embryo.
80% the skin cells cluster in the lineage tree because of they are pressing hard inside
vertically or horizontally. Now this clustering phenomenon of hypodermal cells is
recognized by SPCSMs. These cells receive some signaling from their ancestors and
surrounding cells because of their particular shapes. More information and biological clues can be discovered with SPCSMs in the future. These patterns have been
observed from all 17 embryos in our dataset. The result figures of their cell shape
lineage tree can be found in Additional files. It’s reproducible in all 17 embryos.
Hypodermis Shape Display
From a physical standpoint, inside vertical and horizontal forces (funnel-like shape
in Fig. 10 of cells are shown in Fig. 11) are presented during the determination of the
fate of cells. The red and blue are clustering, which means a type of cells are usually
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depressed by an instant force (constant values in Fig. 11 during hypodermis cell life
cycle) with unchanged direction until cells complete mitosis division and functional
differentiation. This force would possibly influence their deformation(shape) and
movement in 350-cell stage embryonic embryogenesis. That is why we can find this
clustering phenomenon with SPCSMs. The results of SPCSMs contain not only the
spatial shape information but also the physical information of the cells.
Deformation Analysis
SPCSMs result ~c, vectorization of cell, transform cell shape into the shape space
of our dataset. The euclidean (L-2 norm) distance of two ~c means the difference
degree of two cell shapes. A deformation degree lineage tree is provided in Fig. 12,
the cell would become sphere shape before it separate. We can also observe that
hypodermis cells deformed severely. The lineage cell analysis verifies the effectiveness
of SPCSMs. The result are consistent with biological law.

Discussion
SPCSMs vectorize cell shapes with less noise than original segmented cell data and
our proposed methodology to analyze the shapes of cells from these vectors can be
applied to discover cell types and represent cell shapes. By integrating SPHARM
and PCA, SPCSMs had the property of rotation invariance. Existing shape quantification methods were not designed for biological research. SPCSMs provides a
good vectorization method to quantify cell shapes. Using SPCSMs helps biologists
find meaningful biological patterns (recognize hypodermis cells and deformation degree of cells) in embryonic development Fig. 11. The quantification and calculation
procedures can be used for cell shape lineage analysis. Before the 350-cell stage of
embryonic embryogenesis, the relationship between the weight of each component
of SPCSMs and cell fate was calculated and plotted in lineage trees. The fates of
the hypodermis cells are highly associated with deformation in their shapes.
Outline PCA, SPHARM and SPCSMs
Outline PCA is a common 3D object representation method that extracts sampling
points on a membrane (surface) and can represent cell shapes by this group of
points. Theoretically, most of the features and curvature could be represented by
these points. However, although outline PCA reduces the dimension from outline
extraction, more than ten thousand points are likely to be needed for one cell,
making it intractable for most embryogenesis datasets. The performance curves of
three methods are plotted in Fig. 1 (outline PCA), Fig. 2 (SPHARM) and in Fig.
3 (SPCSMs). SPCSMs shows the best performance.
Cell Type and Cell Fate
Using segmented 3D images of cells, K-means clustering was applied to cluster the
cells based on the SPCSMs results analysis. Regular shapes were clustered with the
SPCSMs results and the 3D object could be grouped to correct clusters (Additional
Files with K-means clustering algorithm[21]). This ideal situation (shapes rotate in
regular raius) shows the hyper-parameter K can cluster these objects and could be
applied to cell shape quantification results. Theoretically, we could group same type
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of cells into one cluster with the same shape of the results from SPCSMs. However,
we do not know how many clusters, and so the perfect hyper-parameters K in the
K-means algorithm, are in the high-dimensional vector space. We can not know
the perfect hyper-parameters K in the K-means algorithm. Types of cells could be
clustered into several groups if we integrate results of SPCSMs, curvatures of cell
shapes and surface force analysis. This might help improve cell mechanical models
in future work.
By cell lineage analysis, in C.elegans, the hypodermis (future skin tissues) cell type
(some vent gang and ring gang cells would recognized as hypodermis cells) can be
recognized by SPCSMs but neuronal, muscle, and intestinal cells were not. SPCSMs
focuses on the global dataset and neglects local changes on the cell membrane
surface. Curvature and the influence of physical forces should be considered in
future work when we continue to working with this model.

Conclusion
This work presents an effective shape model focusing on representation and quantification of cells. SPCSMs performs better than outline PCA, and SPHARM with
the same number of coefficients. SPCSMs vectorizes cell shapes and reduces noise
with PCA. We propose a methodology to analyze the results of SPCSMs and use
it to find biological patterns in 350-cell stage C. elegans embryos. Finding patterns
in the shapes of cells in a developing embryo is technically challenging. Still our
methodology is effective for large-scale analysis of cell shapes and exploration of
hypodermis cells in lineage tree. Future work would include verifying and exploring
the patterns in biological shapes, analyzing cell movement, and building mechanical
model on C. elegans.

Methods
SPCSMs provides a feasible pipeline to quantify cell shape and cluster cells. All
cells are translated to the same coordinate system with membrane surface data
generated by CShaper[11] so that sample points can collected on them. The spherical
harmonics (SPHARM) coefficients are calculated (Eq.4) and the membrane surface
is transformed into SPHARM space (Eq.3), as the frequency domain of a Fourier
transform. Several principal components, whose directions have the biggest variance,
are selected and the PCA transform of matrices of cells’ SPHARM coefficients can
be derived. Cell shapes are clustered using the quantification result of SPCSMs.
Data
The multicellular organism, C. elegans was used. 2D image stacks were processed
to 3D objects with CShaper[11, 22]. In embryonic development, the number of cells
increases as cells divide over embryo development. The original three dimensional
cell surface points set are produced by CShaper[11]. That is the input of SPCSMs.
Map 3D Surface
Spherical harmonics transform (SPHARM) needs to sample the 3D surface and the
number of sample points needs to meet the sampling theorem conditions[23]. We
get a compromised hyperparameter condition from the error curve in Fig. 3 from
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the error curve of the result of SPCSMs. 17 degrees were used in SPCSMs in the
cell lineage analysis and clustering experiment. There are 289 = 172 dimensions
after the SPHARM transform which requires at least 34 = 17 × 2 sample intervals
in latitude and longitude. Therefore, we need to sample 2312 = 342 × 2 points on a
3D object’s surface, which are then mapped to a 2D grid. A set of (x, y, z) points in
cartesian coordinates would be transformed to a group of (r, θ, φ) points in spherical
coordinates; θ, φ are the latitude and longitude in 3D and r is the distance from the
centroid. On the 2D grid, longitude φ is the abscissa and latitude θ is the ordinate
while r is the value for each point on the 2D grid (Fig. 13).
Cell Shape Quantification
To measure the representation error of outline PCA and SPCSMs, distances from
the cells’ centroid of several random sampling points on the reconstructed surfaces
of outline PCA and SPCSMs were calculated. The criterion is to compare their
error with the same dimension after vectorization in x~i (with the same number of
parameters). x~i means the vectorization (quantification) result of i-th cell in the
dataset. For example, outline PCA samples 450 points on the original surface and
then keeps the first 225 principal components only. The dimension of the outline
PCA ~a would be 225. SPHARM would take degree 15 and there would be 225
coefficients in the SPHARM vectorization, ~b. 225 coefficients are in the SPCSMs
representation of vector ~c. Then the results of these three methods are comparable.
~a, ~b, ~c are used to represent the vectorization results of outline PCA, SPHARM and
SPCSMs.
Outline PCA
The process of outline PCA has the same calculation steps as SPCSMs. The dataset
matrix is constructed by vectorizing every cell (Eq.7). The vector x~i is the distances
r from the centroid of a series of sample points on the original surface, rather than
a series of parameters f~i from an SPHARM transform. The reconstruction process
of outline PCA in 3D space is finished with the same steps as the PCA process
(Eq.11) so that the result would be a series of points on the surface with a regular
interval in latitude and longitude in spherical coordinates. Spherical coordinates are
commonly used as cell shapes are approximately spherical in the embryogenesis of
C. elegans.
Spherical Harmonics
Spherical harmonics (SPHARM) is a form of Fourier series, known as a Fourier
spherical harmonic function or Laplace’s spherical harmonics [24, 18]. Its transform
can be applied to parameterize a 3D object, especially a spherical object. Unlike
Fourier series, another set of orthogonal functions, Ylm (θ, φ), is used rather than a
set of sin and cos functions. They can be viewed as the angular portion of solutions
to Laplace’s equation in 3D [25]. The SPHARM orthogonal basic function

Ylm (θ, φ) =

s

2l + 1 (l − m)! m
P (cosθ)eimφ
4π (l + m)! l

(1)
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where Plm (cosθ) are the associated Legendre polynomials defined by the differential
equation
m

Plm (ω) =

l+m
m
(−1)
l
2 2 d
(ω 2 − 1)
(1
−
ω
)
2l l!
dω l+m

(2)

Equation (2) enables the SPHARM transform, using Ylm (θ, φ) to represent the
surface(membrane) equation or distribution. After mapping all the sample points
r(θ, φ) = (x(θ, φ), y(θ, φ), z(θ, φ)) on the surface, we assume that the surface equation f (θ, φ) represents the cell surface curve in a spherical coordinate system [26].
The definition of the Laplace spherical harmonics Ylm : S2 → C, Ylm forms a complete set of orthonormal basic functions in Hilbert space [20]. Thus, on the surface
of a unit sphere S2 , the surface equation f : S2 → C is expanded and represented
as
f (θ, φ) =

l
L X
X

flm Ylm (θ, φ)

(3)

l=0 m=−l

where the flm refer to
flm

=
=

Z

flm Ylm (θ, φ)dΩ
Ω
Z π
Z 2π
dφ

0

0

dθsinθf (θ, φ)Ylm (θ, φ)

(4)
(5)

Equation (4) is the SPHARM expansion calculation method. flm are calculated
from a Fourier integral function rather than a standard least-squares estimation
[18, 25]. The integral equation (4) gives more accurate SPHARM coefficients from
the sampling points on the membrane surface. Consider L as the SPHARM degree,
a 3D cell object would be represented by a vector
−(L−1)
(L−1)
, · · · , fL
, fLL ]T (6)
f~i = [f00 , f1−1 , f10 , f11 , f2−2 , f2−1 , f20 , f21 , f22 , · · · , fL−L , fL

where f~i represents the i-th cell object in the data, L means the max degree used
in the SPHARM transform.
If we have N cells objects in our data, a (L + 1)2 × N matrix F is generated as
F = [f~1 , f~1 , f~2 , · · · , fN~−1 , f~N ]

(7)

representing the whole dataset. The SPHARM transform is complete for the whole
dataset and gives the linear shape representation for all 3D cell objects.
Principal Component Analysis
Using the SPHARM expansion Equation (3), the surface curve is vectorized to a set
of SPHARM coefficients, a vector in SPHARM space. Although a representation is
found for the membrane surface, the size of the dataset is too large for the following
analysis. An algorithm needs to be applied to reduce the vector dimension, and
PCA is commonly used.
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PCA is a widely used statistical learning method. It can be considered as a kind of
transformation. The original space is transformed into an orthogonal space system.
The representation of the object does not change, but the direction and position of
the space system does. PCA is used to find the direction and position to rotate and
translate the space system.
The principal components would be sorted by their variance. The first principle
component lies in the scalar projection of the data with the greatest variance.
The vector z~i of SPCSMs (Eq.9) represented in PCA space would have the same
dimension as the original space. There are two ways to calculate the explained
variance and principal components: using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or
calculating eigenvectors from the variance matrix [27]. Using SVD is more efficient
when the sample N is large (Eq.7). SVD was implemented with scikit-learn[28].
Consider there are N cells in the data, from Eq.7, we can derive principal matrices
P = [p~1 , p~2 , · · · , p~k ]

(8)

where k is the dimension of PCA, the dimension to reduce to, and p~i ∈ Rd , while
d = (L + 1)2 .
For a transformed shape, an SPHARM coefficient vector f~i as in Eq.6 (for convenience x~i is used rather than f~i in the following discussion), its low dimensional
transformation based on k principal components (Eq.8) would be
z~i = (P)−1 · (x~i − µ
~)

(9)

where z~i ∈ Rk and x~i , µ
~ ∈ Rd , while µ
~ is the mean vector (PCA mean value) in the
whole SPHARM dataset (Eq.7).
To calculate the inverse of matrix P when it is not a square matrix, QR decomposition [28, 29] is applied to calculate the (P)−1 . P is decomposed into an orthogonal
matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R, and minimizing the norm ||P · z~i − x~i ||
solves the problem x~i = P · z~i . Therefore, the Eq.9 would be modified as
z~ˆi = (R)−1 · (QT · (x~i − µ
~ ))

(10)

PCA is an estimation method, which means there would be more errors when
using smaller k. The backward calculation for x~ˆi would be
x~ˆi = P · z~i

(11)

The SPCSMs representation vector for every cell in the whole dataset with N
sample cells in a time sequence is obtained. SPCSMs is a method for vectorizing cell
shapes and reducing noise in the whole dataset. Integrated PCA does not eliminate
noise, but can reduce noise by projecting the representation vector x~i in the major
direction. The first projection direction has the largest explained variance, which
means it contains most of the information in the dataset. The noise is usually white
noise and would be more prominent in the latter components, rather than the top
components.
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Figures

Figure 1 Outline PCA error curve The error boxplot of outline PCA. Each point in this figure
represents the average error (the y axis) of a single cell, which is generated from the errors of
1000 random points on the cell surface. The x axis represents how many coefficient are used. The
number of coefficients is equal to the square of number of degree.

Figure 2 SPHARM error curve The error boxplot of SPHARM.

Figure 3 SPCSMs error curve The error boxplot of SPCSMs.

Figure 4 Cube Rotation 3D plots of a rotated cube (a regular polyhedron). The rotation degree
is π/4 in either latitude or longitude. The cube rotates π/8 radians clockwise along the x aixs and
π/8 along z axis in each sub figure. The degree in figure is clockwise and right-hand cartesian
coordinate is used.

Figure 5 Cube Rotation 2D Spectra The 2D spectra of the six rotated cubes in Fig. 4.

Figure 6 Cube Rotation Spectrum Curve The representation results of SPHARM corresponding
to six cubes in Fig. 4. The curves are totally same.
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Figure 7 Time-lapse cell shape changes of Caaaa.

Figure 8 Shape representations of cell Caaaa based on SPHARM

Figure 9 Caaaa tp:110 Degree Curve The 2D spectra of the six Caaaa cells. They have similar
spectrum curves.

Figure 10 The first principal component shape with different weights of SPCSMs First
component explains 17.4% of the differentiation. SPCSMs represents cell shape with the top 24
principal components. This figure shows the first principal component shape with different weight
values (24 components constitute each cell with 24 different coefficients for each shape).

Figure 11 Overview of the principal component in C. elegans lineage First component explains
17.4% of the differentiation. The reproducible pattern in the embryonic development is
exemplified by Embryo03 in [11].

Figure 12 Statistical analysis on cell deformation This figure is analyzed based on 250,000 cells
in the dataset [11]. While the average shape of these cells is a sphere, the difference between each
cell and the average shape elucidates the deformation degree of this cell. Here colors green and
red indicate regular and irregular cells, respectively.

Figure 13 An example of representing 3D shape in 2D matrix

Table 1 Error Median Table
The error median of degree of outline PCA, SPHARM and SPCSMs.
Degree
outline PCA
SPHARM
SPCSMs
8
0.397210
0.177560
0.167752
11
0.299744
0.138649
0.118901
15
0.224611
0.114582
0.100925
16
0.207957
0.110431
0.098748
19
0.181356
0.102087
0.095154
20
0.181477
0.099930
0.094517
24
0.153549
0.092803
0.092324
Table 2 Analysis of SPCSMs Result Shape
The top 6 components of SPCSMs are placed in additional files. The sum of their variance is 67.4%
Index
Variance
Pattern Extent
Minus Deformation
Plus Deformation
1
17.2%
always
vertical depress inside
horizontal depress inside
2
14.3%
sometimes
y -axis sunken
x-axis depress inside
3
11.9%
seldom
elongated and clockwise
counterclockwise and stretch
4
11.2%
seldom
severely twist and counterclockwise
severely twist and clockwise
5
9.76%
sometimes
capsule shape and counterclockwise
capsule shape and clockwise
6
2.93%
sometimes
protrusion towards right
protrusion towards left

Tables
Additional Files
Additional file 1 — Regular polyhedrons SPCSMs result
This is a .csv file that contains the SPCSMs results of 20,000 regular polyhedra. The row index has three parts:
polyhedron type, latitude rotated rad, longitude rotated rad. The polyhedron type map is 0:’unit-regulartetrahedron’,1:’unit-cube’,2:’unit-regular-octahedron’,3:’unit-regular-dodecahedron.’,4:’unit-regular-icosahedron’.
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Additional file 2 — Cluster Result of SPCSMs
This is the cluster result by applying the K-means algorithm on SPCSMs results of 20,000 regular polyhedra. The
same cluster number means they’re clustered to one group but the number order has no meaning. The same
polyhedra are clustered in one correct group.
Additional file 3 — Biological data SPCSMs components
The SPCSMs components from the whole dataset (8 embryos). These components were used to calculate the z~i .
Additional file 4 — SPCSMs result of one embryo
The vectorization result from SPCSMs of one embryo. This is the significant data used while analyzing the cell
shape lineage and time-lapse morphological development.
Additional file 5 — SPCSMs shape display
The result of SPCSMs are displayed in this .zip file. Each component shape is shown in one figure. The order
indicates how much information they contain. The negative number or positive number above sub-figure means
what is the component shape would look like in SPCSMs result.

Figures

Figure 1
Outline PCA error curve The error boxplot of outline PCA. Each point in this gure represents the average
error (the y axis) of a single cell, which is generated from the errors of 1000 random points on the cell
surface. The x axis represents how many coe cient are used. The number of coe cients is equal to the
square of number of degree.

Figure 2
SPHARM error curve The error boxplot of SPHARM.

Figure 3
SPCSMs error curve The error boxplot of SPCSMs.

Figure 4
Cube Rotation 3D plots of a rotated cube (a regular polyhedron). The rotation degree is /4 in either
latitude or longitude. The cube rotates /8 radians clockwise along the x aixs and /8 along z axis in each
sub gure. The degree in gure is clockwise and right-hand cartesian coordinate is used.

Figure 5

Cube Rotation 2D Spectra The 2D spectra of the six rotated cubes in Fig. 4.

Figure 6
Cube Rotation Spectrum Curve The representation results of SPHARM corresponding to six cubes in Fig.
4. The curves are totally same.

Figure 7

Time-lapse cell shape changes of Caaaa.

Figure 8
Shape representations of cell Caaaa based on SPHARM

Figure 9
Caaaa tp:110 Degree Curve The 2D spectra of the six Caaaa cells. They have similar spectrum curves.

Figure 10
The rst principal component shape with different weights of SPCSMs First component explains 17.4%
of the differentiation. SPCSMs represents cell shape with the top 24 principal components. This gure
shows the rst principal component shape with different weight values (24 components constitute each
cell with 24 different coe cients for each shape).

Figure 11

Overview of the principal component in C. elegans lineage First component explains 17.4% of the
differentiation. The reproducible pattern in the embryonic development is exempli ed by Embryo03 in
[11].

Figure 12
Statistical analysis on cell deformation This gure is analyzed based on 250,000 cells in the dataset [11].
While the average shape of these cells is a sphere, the difference between each cell and the average
shape elucidates the deformation degree of this cell. Here colors green and red indicate regular and
irregular cells, respectively.

Figure 13
An example of representing 3D shape in 2D matrix
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